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You will need to turn on JavaScript to view this site One of the main requests for content we received is to develop tarot cribs for all of you quick links while doing readings. And so, I went ahead and made one for you! Remember that these are just tarot keyword links - which means they don't include the full value of the map, but are useful
in helping you update yourself when going through reading. Often the keyword is enough to run around your memory. The differences between the Rider Waite Smith and Marcel Taro decks are a quick reminder here too that these cribs work with the Ryder Waite Smith system, which we base on the Golden Thread tarot deck and the
glowing spirit of the tarot deck. While the overall value remains rooted in those foundations, you will notice that the artist made the decks can have minor changes and interpretations. If you're looking for tarot de Marseille cribs, we'll have them ready soon too. Download the Printable Tarot Meaning Chit sheets (Major and Minor Arcana)
There are two versions of these tarot cribs - digital in full color that you can reference here, as well as a printed version that hopefully saves some ink on the printer and the correct dimensions for the pages. If you're looking for a full tarot value card, I encourage you to go check out our tarot card meanings list, as well as download a few of
our apps to help you through reading, and pull up values automatically for drawn cards. So without further ado, here are these resources! A black-and-white keyword list for 78 maps formatted for printers. Applicable to standard tarot decks based on Ryder Waite-Smith. Major Arcana Taro Cheat Leaf Major Arkana Refresher: Introducing
key moments in the fool's journey from innocence to Enlightenment. Costume sticks Taro Cheat sheet costume sticks Refresher: Represent creative strength, clean energy, passion and willpower. Costume Cups Taro Cheat Leaf Costume Cups Refresher: Represent feelings, emotions, relationships, everything that connects people
together. Costume Swords Taro Cheat Sheet Swords Refresher Suit: Represent Mental Energy, Intelligence, Clarity, Knowledge, Ideas. Pentacles Taro Cheat costume sheet suit Pentacles Refresher: Representing body, health, home, nature, finance, all materials. Click the magic button to start the initiation ritual. It won't hurt, we promise!
Learning tarot card values doesn't have to be so frustrating or difficult. Make it easy on yourself with this tarot chit sheet PDF - which is totally free and super easy to use. Time and time again, I hear people say that learning (and remembering!) tarot card values is their biggest challenge when they try to read tarot cards. I get it! There are
78 different tarot cards in the deck, and each card can have several values. When you add back cards, More than 150 different things to remember and remember! But you don't need to memorize anything in place of this, use the tarot cheat sheet to start reading maps today. You can relieve the pressure yourself by studying the value of
the card slowly as you read the cards for yourself and others. You can get your own print, full-color copy of this tarot crib PDF by typing an email right here: Yay! Now check your email to download and print this crib. To learn more about using the keywords of the tarot and this tarot crib, listen to this chat between Theresa Reed, the tarot
lady, and me on her tarot baits podcast. Download a copy of this tarot crib and start reading tarot cards today. For a physical copy (including reverse tarot card values), get a 2-page tarot cheat sheet with reverse meaning to cover each of the tarot card features and read the cards with confidence. Whether you're studying tarot card values
for the first time or you're already an experienced tarot expert, using tarot cheat lists and tarot keyword charts can turbo-charge your ability to read a tarot card. Using your own tarot card values cribs much faster than having to stop with each card to consult with the booklet that came with your deck. So in this post, I want to share with you
some tips and techniques on how you can create your own tar card meanings cribs. Why worry about creating a Taro Cheatsheet card? Creating your own tarot cheat lists cards can require a significant investment of time, particularly how you work through each of the 78 tarot cards. So why would you even have to worry? Well, rest
assured, the benefits are huge! For Taro beginners, preparing your own tarot cheat lists will help you instantly familiarize yourself with each of the tarot cards. Once you've created a cheat list, you have a quick-reference card that you can easily refer to when you're doing your tarot readings. It's much faster than having to spill through all
your favorite tarot value maps of books and websites to find the right meaning. For tarot experts, creating your own tarot card keywords is a great way to refresh your memory of each map and maybe even learn things you didn't know about a particular map yet. Also, if you start working through keywords for different types of readings,
tarot decks or spreads, you expand your tarot knowledge even further and this proves to be a very valuable exercise. I'm working on developing my own Tarot cheatlists as part of my new book Tarot (should be released in mid-to-late 2011) and found this process to be extremely useful in further developing my understanding of each card.
It's also a fun task to link each tarot card with different scenarios such as romance, career Spirituality. Convinced? Well, let's get started! How to make a tarot tarot map CheatsheetFirst, decide how you want to group tarot cards. For example, you can set up a tarot card cheat list, using some or all of the following categories: Basic maps
Arcana TarotMinor Arcana Tarot cardsEach Tarot Suit (e.g. Cups, Pentacles, Swords and Sticks) Numbers (i.e. from Ace to Ten) Court Cards (Paige, Knight, King and King)Symbols and/or colors that are shared through the tarot cardsChoose whatever groups make sense to you, and that will easily refer to you as you read each reading.
Second, consider adding different categories of tarot keywords to each tarot card. What I mean here is that in addition to listing the common tarot keywords for each card, you can also consider other categories of tarot keywords such as the following: Reverse Tarot cards keywordsKeywords for different types of readings such as
relationship and love; Work, career and finance; Spirituality; and health and well-beingKeivorda for different tarot decks (e.g. Ryder Waite, Goddess, Toth, etc.) Keywords for different positions of your favorite Tarot Spread. For example, for a Celtic cross, a list of tarot cards values keywords for each spreadAgain position, select any group
make sense to you. If you're just starting out with studying tarot, then start with common keywords before moving on to more advanced categories. Next, create a Tarot cheat template so you can easily fill it with the tarot keywords you choose. You can use the table format in Word or Excel, create a handwritten cheat list, or even use a
mind map such as the FreeMind Mind Display tool (I love this free mind mapping tool for its flexibility and efficiency). In the template you can include images of tarot cards, numerological or astrological associations and even hyperlinks or links to the pages of your favorite tarot card, meaning websites or books, in case you want to view
more detailed values of the tarot map. Now you're ready to start building your tarot card cheat list! For each tarot card, find the actual card in your deck and start exploring it. What words or phrases come to mind? Which images stand out? What is your overall feeling from the map? If you are still very new to tarot, read several different
books or websites and look for common words or topics in the card meaning interpretation. Start writing down every thought, idea, word, phrase or sentence that comes to mind. At this stage, you want to be brainstorming, so any idea is a good idea! Once you have exhausted your options, then review the list and select 3-4 keywords or
phrases that collectively represent your ideas. Enter this in your tarot cheat list. Continue to work through each tarot card until you your own tarot cheat list. You can also wait another week or two, in case you have new ideas on what keywords to include. Enable. You're happy with the final product, print out your new Tarot cheat list,
laminate it and keep it with tarot cards for a quick reference tool. Additional resources there are many different ways to submit your tarot card cheat sheets. Here are some ideas to get you started:Biddytarot.com:Major Arcana Costume CupsSuit of PentaclesSuit Swords Suit WandsLearntarot.com: Major ArcanaMinor ArcanaCourt Card
Have You Designed Your Own Tarot Card Meaning Cheat List or Summary keywords? Feel free to post a link to it in the comments to share it with other Taro enthusiasts. Enthusiasts. free printable tarot card cheat sheet
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